
SAINT BRIEUC - 21 March 

Race 1 

1. IGLOO FLEURI - Unraced three-year-old colt by Prince de Montfort. Market 

can guide.  

2. IRON MAN DE HOERDT - Running consistently of late including when a 2L 

fourth in a class D auto start at Vincennes a month ago. One to note.  

3. IDEAL WINNER - 1L third in a class D auto start at Angers 64 days ago. 

Considered with the return to a walk up no issue.  

4. INES LUCERNAISE - Unplaced in ten career outings but has the form to find 

the frame at this level.  

5. ICHIRO DE JOUDES - 2L class E walk up winner at Nantes. In the process 

of running well when a late DQ at Vincennes 24 days ago. Key player.  

6. ISLA - Three DQs and three seconds from his six career starts. One to note 

with a good driver booked.  

7. IDEAL DE CASTELLE - 1L winner of a class F walk up at Reims 11 days 

ago. Respected for a top stable.  

8. IT'S EAGLE COGLAIS - Held in a class D auto start at Enghien recently. 

Notable runner on his 3L third to a subsequent winner at Lyon-Parilly prior.  

Summary 

IDEAL DE CASTELLE (7) ran out a 1L winner of a class F walk up at Reims. 

Capable of stepping up in grade representing a top trainer. ICHIRO DE 

JOUDES (5) was in the process of running well prior to a late DQ at Vincennes 

in latest. Key player with a good driver booked. Produced a 2L class E walk up 

victory at Nantes two starts ago. IT'S EAGLE COGLAIS (8) warrants respect. 

Returns to a walk up after a 3L third to a subsequent winner at Lyon-Parilly. 

Subsequently managed a fair auto start run. ISLA (6) is not discounted if 

maintaining stride. 

Selections 

IDEAL DE CASTELLE (7) - ICHIRO DE JOUDES (5) - IT'S EAGLE 

COGLAIS (8) - ISLA (6)  



Race 2 

1. HUIZON DES TITHAIS - Two moderate efforts in walk ups this campaigns. 
Outside place claims.  

2. HANDSOM DE HOUELLE - 1L auto start success prior to a DQ in the same 
discipline at Toulouse latest. Unexposed and considered reverting to a walk up. 

3. HOKIA D'ECHAL - 1L second to a subsequent winner in a class F auto start 
at Amiens 96 days ago. One to note reverting to a walk up on stable debut.  

4. HARCANGELO D'AMOUR - 5L third in a class E walk up at Pontchâtea 19 
days ago. Winner of that contest followed up. Not discounted.  

5. HARVEY DE CHENU - Back-to-back lower grade walk up successes prior 
to a auto start DQ latest. Notable runner reverting to a walk up.  

6. HAS DE COEUR - Narrow success here prior to a 4L second in a class E 
walk up at Amiens 22 days ago. One to note back at this venue.  

7. HOLD UP DU DIGEON - Two fair walk up efforts the last twice. Not 
discounted racing without front shoes.  

8. HARRY DE MIENNAIS - Beat a subsequent winner by 1L in a class F walk 
up at Argentan 56 days ago. Respected racing barefoot.  

9. HOLD UP RANAIS - 3L third in a class E walk up at Agen a fortnight ago. 
Each way player.  

10. HUELVA DUPEROUZEL - Three consecutive walk up seconds prior to a 
disappointing effort when last seen 158 days ago. Place claims following a 
break.  

11. HOMERE DES NOUES - Well held on reappearance but not discounted if 
translating his good early form from behind the mobile.  

Summary 

HARRY DE MIENNAIS (8) beat a subsequent winner by 1L in a class F walk 
up at Argentan. Leading player racing barefoot. HARVEY DE CHENU (5) 
produced back-to-back lower grade walk up successes prior to an auto start 
DQ in latest. Key contender reverting to a walk up. HOKIA D'ECHAL (3) is one 
to note back into a walk up on stable debut following a 1L second to a 
subsequent winner in a class F auto start at Amiens. The unexposed 
HANDSOM DE HOUELLE (2) can be considered returning to a walk up. 

Selections 

HARRY DE MIENNAIS (8) - HARVEY DE CHENU (5) - HOKIA D'ECHAL (3) 
- HANDSOM DE HOUELLE (2)  



Race 3 

1. GADCHA DE BESS - Well held on both starts this campaign. More needed.  

2. FACE A MOI - One success from 60 career outings. Progress required 
returning to mounted company.  

3. FERNANDO BELLO - Well held when last seen 97 days ago. More needed 
on stable debut.  

4. FLEUR CHAMPETRE - Safely accounted for in mounted events the last 
twice. Progress to feature.  

5. FISSYANA - DQ on mounted debut two starts ago. Outside place claims if 
reproducing walk up form.  

6. FLO OF BAZOCHE - Four DQs from her last six starts. Others preferred.  

7. GOUTIER CELESTE - 3L second to a subsequent winner prior to a late DQ 
when running well at Vire 25 days ago. Key player with a top jockey booked.  

8. GATSBY PIYA - 3L runner up in a class E apprentice mounted race at Vire 
just under four weeks ago. Respected.  

9. FOOT DES GLENAN - Refused to race last start and remains best watched 
at present.  

10. GAYA MESLOISE - 11L sixth in a grade D mounted race at Caen 13 days 
ago. Not ruled out dropped in class.  

11. FIGHTER KISS - Back-to-back comfortable mounted race victories prior to 
a below par fourth latest. One to note.  

12. GLADYS DU CEDRE - Running fairly in class D and C mounted races of 
late. Shortlisted eased in class.  

Summary 

GOUTIER CELESTE (7) finished 3L runner up to a subsequent winner prior to 
a late DQ when running well at Vire. Leading contender with a top jockey 
booked. FIGHTER KISS (11) produced mounted race back-to-back victories 
prior to a below par fourth last start. One to note despite this rise in class. 
GATSBY PIYA (8) warrants respect in this suitable grade following a 3L second 
in a class E apprentice mounted race at Vire. GLADYS DU CEDRE (12) makes 
the shortlist dropping in grade. 

Selections 

GOUTIER CELESTE (7) - FIGHTER KISS (11) - GATSBY PIYA (8) - 
GLADYS DU CEDRE (12)  



Race 4 

1. GLOIRE DU VALIN - DQ on reappearance but no surprise were she to show 
more second up. Each way player. 

2. GABEUR DAIRPET - Moderate reappearance ninth a fortnight ago. More 
needed second up.  

3. GRANVILLAISE - Each way claims on her 3L third in a walk up at Argnetan 
two starts ago.  

4. GISARO - 2L scorer of a grade F walk up at Amiens a fortnight ago. One to 
note on track debut.  

5. GODEFROY DU LOISIR - Good 3L success in a class E mounted race at 
Pornichet  233 days ago. Not discounted on walk up and stable debut.  

6. GALAXIE DU PARC - Recent form requires progress but place claims on 
top figures.  

7. GRAVELLE PAGUERIE - Well held on latest outings. Progress required.  

8. GALEO D'AMARO - Safely accounted for last start but not ruled out on last 
campaign's walk up form. One to note.  

9. GABANA - Solid overall record but four of her five victories have come from 
behind the mobile. Has the ability to feature if reproducing in a walk up.  

10. GIPSY DU RIED - Two good 1L walk up seconds prior to a 1L class E walk 
up success at Le Croise-Laroche. Leading player racing without rear shoes.  

11. GOLF MESLOIS - DQ on reappearance but not entirely ruled out at this 
level.  

12. GENGIS D'HAMELINE - Had a subsequent winner back in third when a 
nose winner of a class F walk up at Laval 16 days ago. Key contender.  

Summary 

GENGIS D'HAMELINE (12) produced a narrow margin class F walk up victory 
at Laval. This is strong form with a subsequent winner back in third. Key player 
racing without rear shoes. GIPSY DU RIED (10) managed two solid 1L walk up 
seconds prior to a 1L class E walk up success at Le Croise-Laroche. Notable 
runner racing without back shoes. GALEO D'AMARO (8) was below par in latest 
however is not to be discounted on last years walk up form. GODEFROY DU 
LOISIR (5) is respected on stable and walk up debut. 

Selections 

GENGIS D'HAMELINE (12) - GIPSY DU RIED (10) - GALEO D'AMARO (8) - 
GODEFROY DU LOISIR (5)  



Race 5 

1. DJANGO GALBE - Well held the last twice and 0-19 in mounted races. 

Others preferred.  

2. FRIMEUSE D'AZUR - Narrow margin second to a subsequent winner in a 

class D walk up at Vincennes 43 days ago. Considered reverting to a mounted 

race.  

3. CALIN DU PRESSOIR - DQ on reappearance and best watched at present. 

4. UNOICSDUE GNAFA' - 1L class F walk up victory at Reims 11 days ago. 

Respected racing barefoot on mounted debut.  

5. CASH DU DEZERT - DQ latest but specialises in this discipline and not 

discounted on best form.  

6. DADDY CASH - Safely accounted for the last twice the latest in a mounted 

race at Caen. More needed.  

7. APACHE DE CHENU - Veteran who is 0-17 in mounted company. Outside 

place claims on best form.  

8. FLUO MESLOIS - Beat a subsequent winner when scoring by a nose in a 

class B mounted race at Vincennes two starts ago. Tough to pass on that form.  

Summary 

FLUO MESLOIS (8) showed ability when winning by a nose a class B mounted 

race at Vincennes defeating a subsequent winner two starts ago. Tough to beat 

on that run. He then produced a solid effort and there is every chance he can 

return to winning ways. FRIMEUSE D'AZUR (2) rates the main danger. Reverts 

to a mounted race following a nose second behind a future winner in a class D 

walk up at Vincennes. UNOICSDUE GNAFA' (4) is one to note on mounted 

debut. CASH DU DEZERT (5) cannot be ruled out on peak mounted figures. 

Selections 

FLUO MESLOIS (8) - FRIMEUSE D'AZUR (2) - UNOICSDUE GNAFA' (4) - 

CASH DU DEZERT (5)  



Race 6 

1. FESTINA DREAM - DQ on reappearance a fortnight ago. More needed.  

2. GLORIA RANAISE - Not discounted on her 3L third in a class D walk up at 

Vincennes three starts ago.  

3. FALBALA D'ESCRIT - Inconsistent mare who produced a 1L walk up 

success at Lyon la Soie last November. Respected on return.  

4. FAUST DE BEYLEV - DQ on his last two walk up starts. Outside place claims 

racing barefoot.  

5. FUTURE BLONDE - Well held on her last three starts the latest 160 days 

ago. More needed on stable debut.  

6. ESPRIT FRAPPEUR - 5L sixth behind subsequent winners in a class F walk 

up at Auch 188 days ago. Each way claims on return for a new yard.  

7. FUNNY D'AVAL - Others preferred following a 140 day break.  

8. EVEIL - Held latest and more required at this grade.  

9. FAIRE VALOIR - 1L runner up in a class D walk up at Abbeville 204 days 

ago. Respected on reappearance.  

10. FIGUEIRA BELLA - In the process of running well when DQ at 

Chateaubriant in January. One to note racing barefoot.  

11. EUREKA VRIE - 5L seventh in a walk up at Durtal 293 days ago. Market 

check on return. 

12. GOLD RIVER - Well held in a class B latest. Hat-trick of mounted victories 

at grade D and C level prior. Leading player down in grade reverting to a walk 

up.  

13. FEDER PERRINE - In good form in mounted company of late. Respected 

racing barefoot back in a walk up.  

14. EASY IS BACK - 2L class E success in a walk up at Mauquenchy 18 days 

ago. Key player racing barefoot.  

 



Summary 

GOLD RIVER (12) was well held in a class B latest but had produced a hat-

trick of mounted victories at grade D and C level prior. Leading contender down 

in grade with the switch to a walk up no issue. EASY IS BACK (14) is respected 

racing barefoot after a 2L class E success in a walk up at Mauquenchy recently. 

FIGUEIRA BELLA (10) was in the process of running well when DQ at 

Chateaubriant in January. Not ruled out. FALBALA D'ESCRIT (3) is one to note 

on her return. 

Selections 

GOLD RIVER (12) - EASY IS BACK (14) - FIGUEIRA BELLA (10) - 

FALBALA D'ESCRIT (3)  



Race 7 

1. DAISY DU CLOS - 6L runner up in a class E walk up at Cordemais nine days 
ago. Place claims.  

2. DELGADO FLIGNY - 2L fourth in a track and trip walk up a fortnight ago. 
Each way player.  

3. EDITEUR LA RAVELLE - 2L runner up in a class F walk up at Tours-
Chambray last September. One to note.  

4. FIDELIO BELLO - Five victories from his last six starts including a 6L romp 
in a class E walk up at Cordemais nine days ago. Leading player.  

5. FLECHE DU CEDRE - Nose third to a subsequent winner in a class D walk 
up at Vincennes two starts ago. Key contender.  

6. DROP GOAL - 4L fourth in a grade E walk up at Challans 161 days ago. 
Place claims.  

7. ELLA DU PALAIS - Safely accounted for on three starts this campaign. 
Others preferred.  

8. CONCERTO STAR - Fair fifth latest but more required in this tougher affair.  

9. BLUES DES MATELOTS - DQ on return eight days ago. Progress required.  

10. DOLLAR BABY - One to note on his two class F walk up victories last 
campaign.  

11. EVEIL DU LUPIN - 2L runner up to a subsequent winner over course and 
distance penultimate start. Should bounce back from a below par effort latest.  

12. ETOILE DU PERCHE - 4L fourth in a class D walk up on her return 13 days 
ago. Respected with more to come second up.  

Summary 

FIDELIO BELLO (4) has produced five victories from his last six starts including 
a 6L romp in a class E walk up at Cordemais nine days ago. Leading player 
with further progress possible. EVEIL DU LUPIN (11) is respected on his 2L 
second to a subsequent winner over course and distance two starts ago. 
DOLLAR BABY (10) rates as a notable runner following a break after two class 
F walk up victories last campaign. FLECHE DU CEDRE (5) finished a nose 
third to a subsequent winner in a class D walk up at Vincennes on her 
penultimate start. Not discounted down in grade. 

Selections 

FIDELIO BELLO (4) - EVEIL DU LUPIN (11) - DOLLAR BABY (10) - 
FLECHE DU CEDRE (5)  



Race 8 

1. GEGE DU HOULME - Fair 5L fifth on reappearance 13 days ago. Outside 

place claims second up.  

2. GIPSY DU JOUAN - Well held on reappearance at Laval. Progress required. 

3. GENESE DE BLARY - Moderate form in a pair of auto starts recently. More 

needed reverting to a walk up.  

4. GINZA HIGHLAND - 1L runner up in a class F walk up at Cholet a fortnight 

ago. Place claims.  

5. GALAXIE DE TILLARD - Well held the last twice. More required.  

6. GAMMA DU CHENE - 0-27 and recent form requires progress.  

7. GRAND TRIO LUDOIS - Three consecutive DQs in a mounted and auto start 

traces. Not discounted reverting to a walk up.  

8. GAROU DES CHALIERS - In excellent form last summer and hard to rule 

out following a 178 day break.  

9. GENTLEMEN GOLFEUR - Nose winner of a class F walk up at Cholet two 

weeks ago. One to note without rear shoes.  

10. GIN FIZZ D'UN SOIR - Narrow margin runner up at Cholet recently. 

Shortlisted racing barefoot.  

11. GAMELIA DU LUPIN - In brilliant form of late including when a 1L winner 

of a class E walk up at Maure De Bretagne three weeks ago. Key player racing 

barefoot.  

12. GASTON CABS - Moderate form of late but each way claims on top figures.  

13. GOLD DAIRPET - 1L winner of a grade E walk up at Le Mont Saint Michel 

28 days ago. Leading contender with a 50% winning strike rate from ten career 

starts.  

 

 

 



Summary 

GOLD DAIRPET (13) ran out a 1L winner of a grade E walk up at Le Mont Saint 

Michel four weeks ago. Impressive 50% winning strike rate from ten career 

starts. Leading player. GAMELIA DU LUPIN (11) has been in great form of late 

including when a 1L winner of a class E walk up at Maure De Bretagne three 

weeks ago. Notable runner racing barefoot. GENTLEMEN GOLFEUR (9) had 

a couple of re-opposing rivals behind when scoring by a nose in a class F walk 

up at Cholet two weeks ago. GAROU DES CHALIERS (8) was in good form 

last summer and cannot be ruled out following a 178 day break. 

Selections 

GOLD DAIRPET (13) - GAMELIA DU LUPIN (11) - GENTLEMEN GOLFEUR 

(9) - GAROU DES CHALIERS (8) 

 


